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She’s been there for three nights, now.

... Down beneath your apartment window,
in that wet patch of dirt that never gets any
sun, digging through the slime, and the
trash, and the weird fungal growths. She’s lit
by the bright yellow streetlight-- an older
lady in a thrift-store sweatshirt that reads
‘MIAMI FLORIDA’ in faded neon colors.
She seems to be looking for something.

“Is she down there again?”
Your roommate pulls her food out of the

microwave and walks to the window. You
nod, your forehead pressed against the cold
glass. Your breath fogs as you watch her,
hunched, shuffling,muttering to herself.

“I wonder what she’s looking for,” says
your roommate. You feel the couch shift as
she kneels beside you.

Before you can stop her, your roommate
slides the window open and presses her
cupped hands against the screen. “Hey!” she



shouts down to the woman. “You gotta
move, okay? Find somewhere else to sleep,
or shoot up, or whatever.”

You open your mouth to tell your
roommate to leave her alone, the sad old
woman. That she’s not hurting anyone, that
she can’t reach you on the third floor,
anything to get her to shut up-- but then the
woman looks up. And you can tell that the
bulging, glistening orbs in her face aren’t
eyes.

The old woman raises a finger. She’s
stopped muttering. Now, she’s simply
staring, her mouth hanging slightly open,
something dribbling from the corner of her
mouth. She points upwards, towards your
window, at your roommate. At you.

You shove the window closed, and yank
the curtain over it. Your roommate calls the
cops, but by the time they arrive the old
woman is long gone. They’ll keep an eye
out, the cops say, but it’s a cold night. She’s
probably looking for shelter. Warmth. It’s
unlikely she’ll hang around. That seems to
be the end of it.

But then, later that night after all the lights
are out, you hear a scratching at your door...

THE SITUATION
There are over five million species of fungi in
the world...

From single-cell eukaryotes to massive
subterranean colonies of mushrooms,
mycology has described an astounding
array of organisms. There’s antibiotic
penicillium, and the vivid red amanita
muscaria. There are the highly-sought
morel mushrooms, and the common slime
mold. And then, there is the cordyceps
fungi; the species known for infecting the
brains of insects, and asserting control over
their host’smotor functions.

It is not known which strain of fungus
the Rot-Eyed Lady is host to. Only that she
is unique, among all of her victims, for her
resistance to the tissue-dissolving properties
of the infection. Despite the bulging,

glistening growths on the soft tissue, or the
grey wet-paper fruiting bodies that have
replaced her eyes, she remains. Always
moving. Always seeking new hosts.

THE FACTS
No-one knows who the Rot-Eyed Lady used to
be, or when she became infected.

She is always described the same way,
however: an elderly woman with frayed
grey hair and thin, paper-like skin. If you
saw her in an alleyway, you might not think
twice about walking past, until you saw the
way her eyes bulged from her head as she
watched you, unblinking. Until you saw the
pulsing grey veins pulsing beneath the stiff,
dry elastic of her cuffs, or the thin line of
ooze dribbling from the corner of her
mouth.

Her victims are typically young, and
often healthy. Beyond that, not much is
understood about her methods of selection.
Each case, regardless of who the victim is,
will follow the same pattern: after the Rot-
Eyed Lady has selected her victim, she will
observe them for a period of time.
Witnesses have reported seeing her
standing outside of a victim’s home,
standing absolutely still, but when she’s
noticed, she vanishes. She is patient and
rarely chases her victims, preferring to stalk
them silently, getting closer and closer
beforemaking hermove.

She chooses her moment carefully,
waiting until her victim is alone and at their
most vulnerable. Often times she will wait
until she has found the optimal hiding spot,
whether it’s inside an airless vent, beneath
the surface of a pond, or tucked away in the
far corner of a crawl-space. Then, once she
knows she will be alone with her victim, she
strikes. Her goal is simple: overpower her
victim, and drool spore-filled slime into
their eyes, nose, or mouth. Then, she
vanishes.

Once a victim is infected, their behavior
begins to change. They become more
aggressive and hostile, slowly withdrawing



from their lives, until the fungus reaches the
blooming stage of its lifecycle. Then they,
too, will vanish. They seek out the Rot-Eyed
Lady, wherever she hasmade her lair. Then,
they give themselves over to the fungus,
willingly and completely. The remains, if
they are found, are barely recognizable as
human.

THE RULES
Though the Rot-Eyed Lady prefers to

hunt through patience and stealth, she is
incredibly strong and can overpower a
single healthy adult with ease.

She does not need to breathe. This lets
her hide in a number of uncomfortable
places you wouldn’t ever think to secure.

Her skeletal structure is spongy and
remarkably resilient, allowing her to
contort her body to fit inside otherwise
inaccessible or hard-to-reach areas. As
long as there is 1’ of clearance, she can
find a way inside.

She has no specific weakness, though
she needs warm, wet areas in which to
build her lair. Intense heat seems to be
an effective deterrent, and commercial-
grade fungicidemay prove lethal (to any
host as well as the fungus that controls
them.)

No-one knows what motivates the Rot-
Eyed Lady. There is some evidence that
she is no longer in possession of her
faculties, and is merely operating with
the cold, clammy efficiency of slime
mold. There is other evidence, however,
that suggests a sort of bitter humor to
her actions. Perhaps she is still inside,
somewhere; an old woman, sidelined
and forgotten, abandoned by anyone
who said they cared. Perhaps she is
simplymaking her presence known.

THE HOOKS
There is some... pattern in the remains the
local police found. If you look at the pictures
of the crime scene, you can see some logic;
some twisted aesthetic to the way the bodies
are arranged. Is it coincidence that there
seems to be a message in the form? What
does it say? And who is it for?

Someone is responsible for transporting the
woman from place to place. Surveillance
footage shows an unmarked van near the
home of the first victim, and the same van
near the place the bodies were found.
Monitoring equipment was found at a crime
scene. Who is watching her work? Who is
helping her? And who benefits?

One of her victims resisted infection. They
say they can hear her, through fevered
hallucinations. They say she is furious, and
frantic. They say she is coming back to
finish what she’s started. There can only be
one host, says the victim. And the old
woman isn’t about to let herself be usurped.

THE VARIATIONS
It’s the latest health craze. You’ll hear about it
on thinspo blogs and before yoga class-- the
capsules filled with fine grey powder, in a
bottle labelled with smudged, hand-written
Mandarin. A friend found a bottle, and ever
since you feigned interest, the friend has
gotten pushy. Too pushy. Scary pushy.

Gym class has gotten weird. Coach used to
just sit at his desk and read the paper, but
now? Now he’s really into wrestling. And
he’s always wearing sunglasses, even inside.
Weirder still, you heard from Martin that
Coach started yelling at anyone who tries to
spray down themats.




